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I've spent my whole life building the locomotive, but I have not 
been able to obtain a broad railway network. 

Vertov 1984 [1941], p. 243 

Scientific facts are like trains, they do not work off their rails. 
Latour 1983, p. 155 

INTRODUCTION 

In spite of routine criticism of linear and unidirectional models of 
scientific and technological innovation (for example, Bijker et al. 1987; 
Bijker and Law 1992), science studies scholars have devoted most of their 
attention to the movement of facts, techniques and individuals from the 
(basic) laboratory to industry. Little has been said about movement in the 
opposite direction. There are (at least) two ways of viewing the latter: one 
is to take 'industry' in the narrow sense and observe how research-relevant 
commercial companies (suppliers of instruments, reagents, and so on) 
shape laboratory practices by providing basic tools for scientists. The 
second approach widens the scope of the notion of industry to include the 
industrial organization of research in a way similar to Gaston Bachelard's 
(1953) notion of the laboratory-factory. 

Bachelard did not use this term in a Marxist sense as in the 
proletarianisation of research workers but in a socio-epistemological 
sense, referring to the role of industry and work organization patterned on 
industry in the establishment and maintenance of such central notions of 
laboratory practice as chemical purity. Referring to the· latter example, 
Bachelard (1953, pp. 71-81) tells us that '[t]he purity of a substance is ... 
the work of man. It should not be taken as something given in nature. It 
retains the essential relativity of human works.' I In other words, according 
to Bachelard there is no such thing as purity in and for itself; rather, there 
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are purification processes.2 Second, these purification processes are more 
than an expression of human work; they also signify the industrial nature 
of modern science. Third, 'purity' presupposes the existence of a 'coherent 
set' of socially agreed upon, mutually defining reagents. Science can 
therefore be periodised according to differing sets of such reagents, each 
corresponding to a degree of purification to which the 'temporary privilege 
of purity' has been granted. 

Traces of Bachelard's argument can be found in William Brock's 
(1981 a) definition of purity as 'a fundamental concept of chemistry posing 
that substances are homogeneous when possessing reproducible proper
ties under identical conditions'.3 Brock (1981 b) further points out that 
'purity rapidly became an important criterion for reagents and 20th
century laboratory suppliers have marketed "analytical reagents" (An alar) 
of specified homogeneity.' Here we have a synthesis of the two meanings 
of industry with which we began: scientific practice is organized in an 
'industrial way' and requires the presence of industry or what Boltanski 
and Thevenot (1991) have termed the 'industrial world: the sphere of 
activities predicated upon the investment in forms such as standards of 
purity, guidelines and so on. 

Reference to standards and guidelines signals that something is being 
missed by resorting to a simplistic science-industry dichotomy. The best 
way to name the absent party is to refer to the logo of an American organ
ization that we discuss in this chapter, namely the National Committee 
for Clinical Laboratory Standards (NCCLS).4 Created in 1968, the 
NeeLS defines itself as an interdisciplinary, non-profit organization that 
promotes the development and use of voluntary consensus standards 
within the clinical laboratory community. NCCLS membership comprises 
medical laboratory professional associations, agencies of the federal and 
state governments, manufacturers of laboratory equipment and products, 
and individual laboratories and health care institutions. The logo of 
the NeCLS is a triangleS inscribed with three words: Professions, 
Government, Industry. It construes regulation ('government') as a sort of 
intermediary between science and industry. If we wish to understand the 
movement from industry to science - the logo tells us - we should focus 
on the regulatory network of industrial, state and non-state laboratories 
and agencies that create equivalences between different domains of activ
ity. It should be noted that, to the extent that we speak of a regulatory 
network, the term 'regulation' does not refer solely to government regula
tion but spans a continuum ranging from explicit initiatives to tacit agree
ments. Guidelines and regulations issued by official or semi-official 
agencies are important, but we should not forget that they result from the 
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stabilization of practices and are thus predicated upon the existence of 
heterogeneous technoscientific networks. With this in mind let us proceed 
to the substantive area discussed in this chapter: flow cytometry. 

FLOW CYTOMETRY 

What is flow cytometry and why is it an interesting topic of sociological 
inquiry? 

A flow cytometer is a device that separates thousands of cells per 
second 'according to how much fluorescent dye is bound to each cell' 
(Herzenberg et al. 1976). A more detailed description reads as follows: 

A flow cytometer measures physical and chemical characteristics of 
single cells and organelles passing through the apparatus in a fluid 
stream. On the basis of measurements of light scattering and of the 
fluorescence of labelled antibodies and other dyes, sub-populations of 
cells in mixed populations can be identified, counted, subjected to quan
titative analysis, and physica\1y separated (sorted) for further study. 
(Shapiro 1993) 

We return below to technical descriptions of how flow cytometers work, 
but, for the moment, suffice it to say that they are only part of the answer 
to the question, 'What is flow cytometry?' What needs to be added is that 
flow cytometers are by now commonplace instruments in both basic and 
clinical biomedical laboratories. 

According to Shapiro (1994, pp. 349-50), the first commercial flow 
cytometer became available in 1970 and by 1993 there were approx
imately 7000 flow cytometers in use world-wide, 'with an additional 350 
or 400 units being sold each year' .6 In 1994 sales of flow cytometry instru
ments and reagents reached an estimated four hundred million dollars a 
year (Herzenberg 1994, p. xxvii), Early models were large, expensive 
pieces of equipment that needed a dedicated room with special electricity, 
water and air supplies. New generations of flow cytometers now include 
benchtop models that can be simply plugged into standard electrical power 
outlets and thus target the routine clinical laboratory. It is estimated that 
only lout of 10 flow cytometers in use today is of the larger, more elabor
ate kind, and these are mainly used in research laboratories rather than in 
clinical settings (Shapiro 1994, p. 29). According to Alice Givan (quoted 
in Krumm 1994, p. 17) '[t]he field really exploded because "black box" 
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flow cytometry [that is, the benchtop models] became available.' This 
'explosion' is further described as follows: 

What began as a clever technique for looking at a very limited range of 
problems is now being used in universities, in hospitals, within industry, 
at marine stations, and on board ships; plans exist for future use on 
board space ships as well. The applications of flow cytometry are prolif
erating rapidly, both in the direction of theoretical science, with botany, 
molecular biology, embryology, marine ecology, genetics, microbiol
ogy, and immunology, for example, all represented; and in the direction 
of clinical diagnosis and medical practice, with hematology, dermatol
ogy, bacteriology, pathology, oncology, obstetrics, surgery, genetics, 
and immunology becoming involved. (Givan 1992, pp. ix-x) 

A search in a biomedical database such as Medline shows a marked 
growth in the annual number of articles indexed with the term 'Flow 
Cytometry': they went from 144 in 1980 to over 2400 in 1990. These 
quantities actually underestimate the number of articles resorting to flow 
cytometry, because an increasing number of them, while featuring iIIustra
tions and reporting data produced with the help of this technique, are not 
indexed with that term, nor do they mention it in the title or abstract.7 In 
other words flow cytometry has become a background technique no longer 
worthy of explicit indexing or even mention. 

We can now address our second question: 'Why is flow cytometry an 
interesting topic for a sociological study?' The short overview given so far 
points to several possible answers. Flow cytometry is obviously a very 
successful biomedical innovation that spans industry, fundamental 
research and clinical research and diagnosis. By focusing on the technol
ogy, rather than on a priori defined social worlds such as industry, the 
clinic and the lab, we can investigate how the success of that technology 
was made possible by the establishment of a regulatory network. 
Moreover in the case of flow cytometry we are confronted with a situation 
where the issue is not simply one of a revolutionary technology having an 
'impact' on pre-existing fields - as Givan's quotation would suggest - but 
rather one of new fields being created (or older ones being redefined) 
around that technology. The latter can itself be viewed as the combination 
of new techniques and established methods, thus ensuring at the same time 
continuity and discontinuity. Lastly the role played in flow cytometry's 
success story by the development of bench top models raises the question 
of the link between an epistemological issue - the reification of theories 
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and procedures in equipment (Bachelard 1953) - and a sociological one
the role of blackboxing in the establishment of networks (Latour 1987). 

The applications of flow cytometry, as already noted, cut across bio
medical disciplines and medical specialities. The 'typical' domain of appli
cation, however, is fundamental and clinical immunology. Pathologies 
targeted in the latter case include Aids, blood cell neoplasms (leukaemia 
and lymphomas) and organ graft rejection. Elsewhere we have claimed 
that a new category of immunological entities known as leukocyte (white 
blood cell) SUb-populations (or subsets) owed its existence to flow cytome
try and the reagents used with it, monoclonal antibodies (Cambrosio and 
Keating 1992). Here. we show that flow cytometers can (re)produce those 
clinical-diagnostic entities only because of the regulations that have estab
lished interlaboratory grounds for flow-cytometric practice, in a way remi
niscent of Bachelard' s description of the ongoing achievement of purity. In 
a sense this claim is somewhat mundane and, as we see below, well known 
to practitioners. Given, however, the conventional nature of boundaries in 
immunology, clinical and laboratory practices overlap in the regulatory 
continuum, and the stabilization of laboratory practices in the clinic ulti
mately informs laboratory research. Regulation thus becomes constitutive 
of scientific practice and not merely some downstream activity of dubious 
import for the production of knowledge. 

REGULATION AND THE MEANING OF DATA 

The topic can best be introduced by a story from a researcher who was 
apparently the first to purchase a commercial flow cytometer in Canada: 

For a couple of years I went to these mid-winter immunology confer
ences in California where the people from Berkeley, Stanford, the 
[University of California] system, put on very good meetings. [A 
Stanford professor] would get up and talk about [flow cytometry result
ing in] 99% purity. I said, my goodness, you really can get somewhere 
instead of these half-baked methods where you're just open to all kinds 
of criticism on your interpretation. Anyway, I decided to get more 
details about the machine and tried to raise the funding for it. So what I 
did was I sold the idea to about ten [university] colleagues that this 
would be a great instrument to have at [our university]. We put together 
a grant for the MRC [Medical Research Council of Canada], where this 
would be a unit to come to [the university], there would be multiple 
users, we would get an operator and all the immunologists at [our 
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university] could do their experiments and everybody wrote little 
reasons why they wanted it. I think most of the group hadn't heard of it 
but thought of experiments that they could do if there was one around 
and so on. We got turned down by the MRC with the critique that if 
there wasn't similar machine in Canada how could we be sure that 
it would do what we said it would do. Figure that one out. (Interview, 
27 June 1991) 

As indicated in the last sentence of this quote - 'Figure that one out' -
our respondent considered MRC's grounds for rejecting his application 
absurd and there are indeed reasons to concur with this. From a sociologi
cal point of view, however, it is more interesting to take the rejection seri
ously and ask how, indeed, one could be sure that the results produced by 
an isolated machine would have any meaning at all. 

Let us look more closely at how a flow cytometer works. Traditionally 
the different kinds of cells present in blood samples were identified and 
counted under a microscope on the basis of their size and appearance. 
Morphology and size do not, however, distinguish between the various 
components of a new set of biomedical entities that have acquired scientific 
and diagnostic significance in recent years, namely lymphocyte sub
popUlations. Examples of the latter would include so-called CD4 or helper 
T cells - the absolute number of which serves to define Aids (for example, 
Navarro 1991) - and CD8 or cytotoxic/suppressor cells. To recognize and 
count cells belonging to a given sub-population one has first to tag them 
with monoclonal antibodies conjugated to various fluorescent dyes also 
known as 'fluorochromes'. The antibodies recognize characteristic proteins 
on the surfaces of the cells and the fluorochrome makes that recognition 
visible when the cells are observed under a fluorescence microscope.s 

Flow cytometers have profoundly modified the procedure by, among 
other things, their ability to process thousands of antibody-labelled cells 
per second.9 The cells flow through a laser beam, whereupon detectors 
collect the scattered laser light (forward scatter and side scatter) as well as 
the fluorescence emissions. Each cell is thus characterized by several para
meters: forward and side scatter, respectively related to size and granular
ity, and minimally two, but increasingly more, fluorescence parameters. 
These measurements are collected by a computer and can be used for the 
real-time sorting of distinct cell populations or for later retrieval and 
analysis mobilizing statistical algorithms and computer-generated visual 
representations (Cambrosio and Keating, forthcoming). Thus flow cytome
try leads to the quantitative manipulation (counting and sorting) of indi
vidual cells in statistically significant quantities according to multiple 
parameters. 
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As we may surmise from this overview, quite a number of factors inter
vene in the handling of the apparatus (and of specimens) and can conse
quently result in what scientists refer to as 'artefacts.' To replace long 
explanations with a telling anecdote, we report the remarks of the head of 
an academic flow cytometry facility who, after explaining that published 
flow-cytometric images are the result of the operator's repeated fiddling 
with the machine, added: 'When I first found that out, I became suspicious 
of everybody else's [images]' (field notes, 19 November 1994). So the 
question of how one can be sure that what comes out of the machine has 
any biological significance - as opposed to being a statistical and elec
tronic quirk - is not unfounded, all the more so when the machine was to 
be found in only a few laboratories. Nobody can be sure of what an iso
lated or unique flow cytometer produces. It is only as part of a regulatory 
network that the results produced by a flow cytometer can be considered 
quantitatively reliable and have any (qualitative) meaning at all. In what 
follows, we analyse how regulation applies to the principal aspects of flow 
cytometry. Before doing that, however, consideration of the institutional 
locus of flow cytometry and its relation to regulation is warranted. 

FLOW CYTOMETRY: BETWEEN INDUSTRY, TIlE CLINIC AND 
SCIENCE 

Since the Second World War, immunology has been characterized by the 
shift from immunochemistry to immunobiology and the consequent 
growth of cellular immunology. The 'dissection' of the immune system 
resulted first in the distinction between Band T cells and, subsequently, in 
the establishment of yet finer divisions between different subsets of T and 
B cells, each being assigned a specific role in the generation, maintenance 
and pathologies of the immune system (Moulin 1991, pp. 291-318). Prior 
to cell sorting, fundamental research in immunology was mouse research. 
Mice could be irradiated, dissected and cross-bred in ways that humans 
could not. Combined with monoclonal antibodies as probes, however, cell 
sorters have allowed 'clinical' researchers not only to use analytical tools 
comparable to those used by mouse researchers, but have allowed them to 
outstrip the mouse and mouse researchers in terms of knowledge of the 
mechanisms of the immune system, thus subverting the traditional distinc
tion between pure (fundamental) and clinical research. 

Even though the first T cell subsets were isolated in the mouse, by 1980 
knowledge of the subsets was knowledge about human subsets. Access to 
human blood, both normal and pathological, was sought necessarily 
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through the clinic. In other words the relationship between the pure and 
the applied, the movement from the animal model to application in 
humans, was, for once, reversed: 

In the past when I was studying immunology in my graduate years 
fifteen years ago it was mainly mouse immunology and everything was 
then mouse. The human has taken off so much that [while] the mouse 
used to dictate for the human, now it's the other way around. (Interview 
with Alan Landay, Chicago, 21 November 1991) 

Somewhat more triumphant are the words of a former 'clinical' researcher 
now at the head of a 'fundamental' research front, according to whom mouse 
researchers had 'always thought that the human immunologists were a bunch 
of losers taking care of patients' (interview with Stuart F. Schlossman, 
Boston, 30 April 1992). Cell sorting technology put an end to that: 

The big difference between progress of what was done in the mouse 
and humans was that everything we did was related to the bloody flow 
cytometer. We could get the documentation. (Ibid.) 

Given the strategic role assigned to immune ceIls by contemporary bio
medicine, flow cytometry's subversion of the traditional, unidirectional 
model of the laboratory-clinic relationship (but see Reines 1991; Sinding 
1991) must be seen as a form of active intervention. Indeed, rather than 
looking at flow cytometry as a passive scientific tool, we can conceive of it 
as an instrument for redefining the boundaries and content of biomedical 
practices. Generally speaking we would claim that the means for these 
changes are to be found in the circulation of standards, be they standard
ized reagents, procedures or nomenclature. Generated mainly within clini
cal settings, these are fed back into the research system, where they serve 
as guidelines for acceptable laboratory practices. The choice of whether or 
not to standardize a particular element of an experimental system implicat
ing cell sorting technology is more often than not dictated by clinical exi
gencies. Indeed, regulators setting guidelines for clinical diagnostic labs 
fuIly expect their rules to become the norm in basic research: 

So by suggesting these [flow-cytometric procedures] in !l document like 
this [the NCCLS guidelines], this will be accepted in the framework of 
the United States in the clinical labs at least, and now many research 
labs as well are beginning to take this as a document that will have 
some use. (Interview with Alan Landay, Chicago, 21 November 1991) 
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This quotation is all the more noteworthy in that it was uttered in the 
context of a discussion of how distinctions between immune cells, once 
based on morphologic criteria, were progressively being replaced by dis
tinctions based on 'immunologic' criteria, that is, grounded in the use of 
flow cytometers and fluorochrome-tagged antibodies. In other words the 
issue at stake was not simply how to perform a given procedure but the 
redefinition of biomedical entities mobilized in both clinical and research 
settings: 

[W]e've actually redefined the immune cells on flow by monoclonal 
antibodies so that we do what is called an immunologic gate ... We're 
trying to get some universal acceptance of gating criteria. (Ibid.) 

Now, in the field of flow cytometry it is not simply a matter of setting 
standards for clinical purposes as if parallel and independent standards 
existed for research. Because of the nature of blood, standards produced in 
the course of interlaboratory regulation are essentially self-referential and, 
as such, are the only standards. As Kidd and Vogt (1989, p. 4) explain: 

A genuine assessment of accuracy is not possible without true reference 
standards which do not exist for any of the formed elements of the 
blood. The only available indicator of accuracy is therefore the degree 
of consensus on samples analyzed in different laboratories.1o 

This situation is not unusual. Not only does it apply to most other 
haematological tests and allergens, but it has a clear historical precedent in 
such distant fields as thermometry, where direct measurement was also 
impossible. As Klein (1988, p. 322) points out: 

The first widely used temperature scales - Fahrenheit, Reaumur and 
Celsius - provided degrees of various sizes for comparing one tempera
ture with another. But none of them permits measurements in magni
tudes proportional to the average atomic and molecular kinetic energies 
of the substances in question. Only a thermodynamic scale can do this. 

Moreover, since such a scale has yet to be forthcoming, even today, 
temperature cannot be measured directly (ibid., pp. 334-5). 

It can be argued therefore that the flow cytometry-antibody combina
tion took esoteric practices out of a small number of immunology labora
tories and transformed them into technology for everyday laboratory and 
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clinical practices, and that, furthermore, these practices, from that point 
on, created norms, standards and guidelines that led to a change in the 
very conditions of existence of immune cells. In other words such stand
ards and guidelines are not set at the research front; they emerge, so to 
speak, from below. As the same respondent put it: 

we want to set [standards and guidelines] based on real practice that get 
to be instituted into a regular lab that grinds out a lot of data, not just the 
Olympian lab that might do this on an occasional basis. (Ibid.) 

To sum up so far, it is often held that flow cytometry is a one-way street 
from the laboratory to the clinic and that '[as flow cytometry] has moved 
from research laboratories to clinical laboratories, the need for standard
ization has increased' (Centers for Disease Control 1992, p. 2). We would 
argue, however, that not only is the situation more complex - the traffic 
flows in both directions, and, more often than not, includes detours 
through third parties - but that instead of perceiving of standardization 
and, more generally, regulation, as one of the consequences of a technol
ogy transfer from one sector to the other, we should look at standardiza
tion and regulation as one of the vehicles through which movements and 
sectors are instituted and respecified. To be sure, regulation, at least in its 
explicit official form, applies differently to distinct domains. For instance, 
particular flow-cytometric instruments, reagents and software are labelled 
as 'for research only' or 'approved for clinical use.' But those labels are 
the temporary, reified outcomes of more complex processes, the emergent 
quality of which can only be captured by a detailed account of their devel
opment, to which we now turn. 

REGULATORY PRACTICES 

The regulation of flow cytometry cannot be dissociated from the develop
ment of the Aids pandemic. First of all, as noted by Shapiro (1988, 
p. 292), sales of flow cytometers, based on the belief that T cell subset 
ratios were an appropriate screening test for Aids, peaked just prior to the 
discovery of the HIV virus in 1985 and the related development of an anti
body test for diagnosing HIV infection. Second, the impetus to develop 
explicit guidelines for flow-cytometric practice came from the use of the 
latter in the diagnosing and monitoring of Aids. 

The problem was not simply the lack of reproducibility of data. It also 
involved a lack of knowledge of the degree of reproducibility one could 
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reasonably expect from the instrument and associated procedures. The 
initial results of interlaboratory studies done on samples of HN blood 
were sometimes described as 'scary'. For example. the chairman of an 
early NIH standardization committee who had sent out his own blood as a 
control 'got values on his CD4 cells from 200 to 1400. The range was 
such that there were at least as many people down at the bottom as at the 
top. it was all over the place (interview with Alan Landay. Chicago. 21 
November 1991). Similarly. an early CDC study implicating 41laborato
ries using paired sample sets found that 25 per cent of the laboratories 
could not identi fy two abnormal samples as abnormal (Paxton et al. 1989). 

The variability of CD4 counts was also no secret to patients. As one 
informant put it: 

CD4 shopping goes on commonly in New York and other places where 
a patients wants to be entered into a [clinical] trial [for new anti-HIV 
drugs] and again it leads to the question of how variable are these 
results because what will happen is that if they have to be at a level of 
500 [CD4 cells] or below to get in. they go to one place and get 600. 
they go to another place. 550. next place 490. bingo. they found their 
place. then you can go and get entered into the trial. (Interview with 
Alan Landay, Chicago, 21 November 1991) 

It would. however. be a gross simplification to limit the regulation of 
flow cytometry exclusively to Aids. Indeed. setting standards was and still 
is a major component of the disciplinary agenda of the International 
Society for Analytical Cytology (ISAC). an association that emerged out 
of a series of Engineering Foundation Conferences on Automated 
Cytology begun in 1970 and devoted to. as the title suggests. the automa
tion of the clinical laboratory (Mayall 1980). Formed in 1978, ISAC pub
lishes the journal Cytometry and is the main professional organization 
created around flow cytometry and related techniques. A recent survey 
conducted by ISAC suggests that the society successfully spans the 
pure-applied spectrum. A breakdown of the 1365 respondents gives their 
disciplinary affiliation as: natural sciences (439), research medicine (469) 
and clinical medicine (370) (Dean 1994). In keeping with the technical 
nature of the association, almost half of the respondents identified their 
research area as 'flow cytometry' (as opposed to the two slightly more 
popular categories of 'immunology' and 'DNA'). 

While we cannot here describe the transformation of the technological 
project of flow cytometry into a research programme. it is nevertheless 
worth pointing out that practitioners themselves often find their subject 
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excessively technical. A recent editorial in the flagship journal of the field 
admitted that '[t]he primary scientific and engineering literature is too 
technical and obscure to introduce the topic.' Moreover those who would 
turn to the 'private sector' for help would find, perhaps unsurprisingly, 
that '[m]anufacturers' manuals are focused specifically on considerations 
of their own products' (Mayall 1987). Nevertheless, it is partly through the 
pursuit of technical standards that ISAC hopes to set the 'scientific stand
ards' for the discipline. 

In the flow cytometry field, the regulation of practices often takes the 
form of so-called 'quality control' and 'proficiency testing.' In addition to 
ISAC, a number of institutions are involved in these activities including 
the Centers for Disease Control, the National Institutes of Health, the 
Army, the College of American Pathologists, and so on. However in part 
because of the controversies surrounding the use of the technique, a 
central role has been granted the aforementioned NCCLS, which was 
approached in the early 1980s by the chairman of the quality control and 
standards committee of ISAC.ll Probably because of the presence of mul
tiple players in the field, the Society had decided that, rather than write its 
own standards, it would ask the NCCLS to intervene. 

NCCLS was not hard to convince, because, as noted above, it was the 
beginning of the Aids pandemic and flow cytometry was emerging as the 
key to CD4 testing. The NCCLS subcommittee on flow cytometry thus 
decided to deal first with that issue, technically known as 'immunopheno
typing'. Other domains (leukaemia, reticulocytes) followed.12 The sub
committee included individuals from medical centres around the country 
along with representatives of a variety of professional organizations: the 
American Association of Pathologists, the American Society of Clinical 
Pathology, the Society of Analytical Cytology, the American Society of 
Hematology and several other interested biomedical associations. In addi
tion, the subcommittee included representatives from industry - Coulter, 
Becton Dickinson and Ortho - and from governmental groups - the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA), the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), 
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Health Care Financing 
Administration ofthe Department of Health and Human Services (HCFA). 

Proficiency testing, which involves sending out the same samples for 
analysis to laboratories throughout the country and comparing the results, 
was used to ensure that the guidelines were followed. The testing is per
formed by the College of American Pathologists (CAP), which also 
inspects and certifies laboratories. Participation in a recognised proficiency 
testing program is a sine qua non for certification, and insurance carriers 
only reimburse tests performed in laboratories certified by a recognized 
organization such as CAP.13 
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Guidelines (often borrowing directly from the NCCLS Guidelines) were 
also issued by the NIH for centres involved in clinical trials on HIV
positive individuals and by the CDC. Similarly, the Walter Reed Army 
Institute has performed quality control studies in relation to Department of 
Defense screening for HIV. The training of flow cytometry operators is 
also a means of creating and enforcing standards: the American Society of 
Clinical Pathology, through the efforts of ISAC and other groups, began to 
offer a certification exam in flow cytometry; the American Medical 
Association holds yearly courses. Lastly, as previously mentioned, private 
companies are involved in the standardization effort. Not only is there, for 
instance. a company called Flow Cytometry Standards Corporation 
(,FCSC ... the corporation that sets the StandardsTM'), but the manufactur
ers of flow cytometers conducted various studies to ensure reproducibility 
of results across laboratories. 

The mingling of private. public and professional organizations shows 
that in the standards arena it is less the case that there is an 'impact' of 
industry on science than an interaction or, more precisely, a cooperative 
undertaking. Moreover setting standards - be they local or universal - is, 
in itself. a form of research - standards and values are not known in 
advance - that mobilizes resources at the interlaboratory level. Fitting 
institutions and individuals participating in the process into categories 
such as public and private is not straightforward. For example, most of 
the laboratories doing immunophenotyping in the USA are found in hospi
tals. To a Canadian or European observer. this would seem to make 
cytometry a public affair. but in the USA most of the hospitals in this cate
gory are privately owned. 14 Moreover. as we have seen. the NCCLS regu
latory activities are predicated upon the principle of involving 
professional. public and private actors in a common initiative. The overall 
picture is thus one of a variety of (often coordinated) initiatives coalescing 
into a movement to regulate the production and dissemination of the 
images and numbers produced by flow cytometry instruments. IS Let us 
therefore turn to the origins and development of this movement. 

REGULATION IN MOTION 

The earliest regulatory study was conducted in 1984 and involved a com
parison between three laboratories: one NIH lab and two private labs 
including one run by the pharmaceutical multinational Smith. Kline and 
French. Using blood from 'normal' donors - 'several donors volunteered 
information freely concerning the use of marijuana' (Marti et al. 1985, 
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p. 42) - the study was restricted to one make of flow cytometer (EPICS V 
by Coulter). Data were analysed using the manufacturer's data packages, 
with the result that 'no significant difference' was found between the labo
ratories. The authors were thus pleased to report that they 'attribute[d] the 
findings to the availability of quality reagents, precision instrumentation 
and a standard lymphocyte preparation' (Marti et al. 1985, p. 50). 

The author responsible for the original study, Gerald E. Marti, extended 
the interlaboratory study, and starting in February of 1986 he began offer
ing 'quarterly flow cytometry leukocyte phenotyping proficiency testing 
samples and monthly quality assurance programs to over 60 sites' (WaxdaJ 
et at. 1988, p. 345). These programs were being carried out in 'anticipation 
of certification and licensing requirements' (Waxdal et at. 1988, p. 353). 
Data were now collected on the basis of two commercial variables: make 
and model of flow cytometer and brand of monoclonal antibody. Further 
data were collected on the basis of a 'methodological' variable, namely the 
means of specimen preparation (Waxdal et a/. 1988, p. 346). At this date, 
only 'small differences' arose on the basis of commercial mark. 

What appeared to be more pressing was the articulation of immunophe
notyping with other laboratory practices. In particular was the deduction 
of the absolute numbers of cells in each subset. Flow cytometry gives the 
relative number of cells, and absolute numbers must be derived by com
bining relative percentages with the absolute number of lymphocytes. The 
latter was generally calculated without the use of flow-cytometric analysis. 
Termed the 'lymphocyte differential,' it was either done manually or 
through automated pl"Ocedures. In either event, it entered into the calcula
tion of the number of T cells in the subset of interest and 'thus calculation 
of the lymphocyte subset absolute numbers requires a chain of multiplica
tions' (Waxdal eta!. 1988, p. 354). 

The problem, however, is more than just messy mathematics. 
Standardizing at one point in the process inevitably engenders standardiza
tion effects both up and down the production line. As the authors pointed 
out: 'Although this report does not address the issue of standardization 
of absolute lymphocyte counts, it seems obvious that this will have to 
be done in order to generate reproducible values' (Waxdal et at. 1988, 
p. 354). Five years later the absolute seemed even more remote given 
the now evident 'intrinsic differences among hematology instruments 
produced by different manufactures' (Becton Dickinson 1991, p. II). As 
noted by a respondent, 

[w)hen you take a number generated by one instrument system and you 
add that to a number generated by another instrument system, you have 
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at the very least two sources of error if not a synergistic result of com
bined errors. Because you do some multiplications. you can actually 
multiply your error through. (Interview with Francis F. Mandy, Ottawa. 
16 December ]994)16 

Absolute counts were further complicated by the possibility of making the 
same kind of calculation using flow cytometry instrumentation rather than 
the standard haematology equipment. How to articulate the two remains 
contentious. Recent recommendations, for example, state quite bluntly 
that: 'The performance of a differential by flow cytometry has not been 
standardized to the accepted methodologies of hematology instrumenta
tion and therefore should not be used' (NCCLS 1992, p. 61).t' 

The College of American Pathologists (CAP) began their own push 
towards standardization in 1986, when they introduced interlaboratory 
proficiency testing in clinical flow cytometry (Homburger et at. 1993). 
Known as the 'Flow Cytometry Survey,' the programme did not, it would 
seem, directly undertake proficiency testing (hence the notion of interlab
oratory proficiency)18 but attempted to achieve that end through indirect 
means. Sending out pre-tested samples yearly to participating laboratories. 
the survey provided data to laboratories using similar analytical systems in 
order to enable them to compare their performances with other laborato
ries and to produce data that would give a general picture of clinical flow 
cytometry. Curiously, in the course of the survey, rather than a movement 
of general improvement, the tendency has been the reverse. Indeed, even 
though in the period 1986-91 'no differences were apparent' (Homburger 
el at. 1993, p. 48), analysis of data gathered from over a hundred laborato
ries in 1991 and divided, once again, according to the two most common 
commercial instruments and protocols then in use showed that 'systemati
cally different results' were being generated (Homburger et at. 1993, 
p. 47). Reporting on the survey, the CAP commented that: 'The reasons 
for these differences are not known' (Homburger et al. 1993, p. 48). 

The Centers for Disease Control began their own monitoring pro
gramme the same year as CAP (Gerber 1993). Known as the Model 
Performance Evaluation Program, it began as a voluntary programme. In 
the absence of regulatory requirements the data generated were used only 
for self-assessment. Initially restricted to HIV antibody testing, the pro
gramme was expanded in 1990 to include flow cytometry immunopheno
typing. In October of that year 293 laboratories were sent samples and 
over 90 per cent replied. The conclusion was: 'Most testing laboratories 
experienced no difficulties in testing sample panels and most performed 
[flow cytometry immunophenotyping] within reference limits.' However 
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despite the optimism, it should be noted that the aforementioned 'refer
ence limits' have no pretence to universality even within the limited uni
verse of flow cytometry, a point made explicit in NCCLS Tentative 
Guideline issued in May of 1992 which explicitly recognized that '[a]t 
present there are no universally accepted standards for precision, accuracy 
and interlaboratory comparability in lymphocyte typing by flow cyto
metry' (NCCLS 1992, p. 1). 

A relative latecomer to the regulatory movement was the Department of 
Defense despite its early involvement in HIV testing. By the end of 1988 
the DoD had screened over 4 million individuals for HIV, 2000 of whom 
were found to be infected. The clinical management of infected persons 
was to be carried out using the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research 
Classification for HIV infection which, briefly put, monitored the various 
stages of the disease according to CD4 levels. The seven Walter Reed 
stages (WRO-WR6) were split into two groups: WRO-WR2 were patients 
with more than 400 CD4 cells per cubic millimetre, whereas less than 
40019 signified that the patient had advanced to levels WR3 and beyond 
(Rickman et at. 1989. p. 85). 

Given the status of absolute CD4 counts. some form of control was 
deemed necessary. Like the CAP. the Army instituted training programmes. 
which were farmed out to the private sector. FAST Systems Inc. handled 
training programmes from 1986 to 1988. However the Army went further 
than CAP in the commercialization of the process by contracting FAST to 
undertake a proficiency testing programme. The reagents used in the pro
gramme were distributed according to market share: 60 per cent Coulter. 40 
per cent Becton Dickinson. The instrument standardization part of the study 
sought comparability between EPICS-C (Coulter) and FACS (Becton 
Dickinson) as well as an EPICS-V. FAST itself provided fluorescent inten
sity standard beads (Key beads) for purposes of calibration (Rickman et al. 
1989. p. 87) and Statistical Graphics Inc. of Denver Colorado provided the 
software for the statistical analysis (Rickman et at. 1989. p. 88). 

While the main target of the Proficiency Survey was the 8 US Army 
Medical Center Laboratories, a number of other laboratories joined the 
caravan so that by the end of 1988 there were over 56 participating lab
oratories (Rickman et al. 1989, p. 88, Table I). By the Army's own assess
ment (of its own laboratories), the operation was a success: 'Interlaboratory 
variabilities in the white blood cell count (WBC) were reduced approxi
mately 50 per cent whereas the [coefficient of variation] for the lymphocyte 
differential were reduced almost 75 per cent.' This translated into an 
improvement in absolute terms: the coefficient of variation of 'the absolute 
lymphocyte count progressively dropped from 21.1 per cent to 7.0 per cent 
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.. , Specifically the [coefficients of variation) for the absolute CD4 cell 
count have consistently been under 10 per cent in the last two years of 
[proficiency testing)' (Rickman et al. 1993, pp. 4-5). 

The industrial shaping of clinical and scientific practices was here 
apparent at two levels: public regulation was carried out through private 
means and the process was devised to incorporate variability arising from 
the existence of multiple manufacturers. For although the Army had ini
tially started out to 'develop a standardized instrument setup protocol and 
a simple straightforward sample preparation procedure', this operation 
presumed that 'these protocols had to be compatible with instruments and 
monoclonal antibodies from multiple commercial sources' (Rickman et al. 
1989, p. 95). In turn, industry, in this case Coulter Electronics Inc., suc
cessfully patented part of the regulatory process by describing a procedure 
for 'statistically evaluating the performance .. , of at least one analytical 
instrument in a pool of like or substantially like instruments by comparing 
the performance of the one instrument located in one laboratory with the 
performance of like instruments in other laboratories' (Coulter Electronics 
Inc. 1989). 

We are now left with the question, 'What is being tested in the process 
of regulation? A process - involving, for instance, the collection and 
handling of samples - or an instrument? The scientists who run the 
equipment or the equipment itself?' 

With regard to the process - instrument distinction, the regulation of 
flow cytometry is partly a science of practice in so far as it is concerned 
with procedure and partly a science of instruments in so far as it is con
cerned with calibration. The distinction between procedure and calibration 
is one of the problems and targets of regulation. As Muirhead (1993, p. 9) 
of Zynaxis Cell Science would have it: 

When things go wrong, those who prepare the samples will always 
suspect instrument performance problems and those who operate the 
machine will always suspect sample problems: about 50 per cent of the 
time, each will be right. 

With regards to the scientists - instruments dichotomy, the answer obvi
ously is both the scientists and the instruments or, more generally. human 
and non-human actors.20 But in our case, a third party, blood, was being 
tested for its experimental qualities, namely its ability to travel, to with
stand different temperatures, to hang around in post offices without 
thawing and, most importantly, to react consistently with fluorescent 
reagents. Blood, despite the fact that it can be bought and sold in a market. 
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is more than a commodity. It represents a population; what emerges from 
its continual testing is a norm (a normal value: when it is a healthy popula
tion) or a sign or symptom when it is a pathological population. 

In order to further investigate these matters, we now look closer at the 
regulation of practices, operators. reagents, instruments and blood.21 

REGULATING PRACTICES 

Regulatory activities these days lie along a continuum running from 'inter
nal quality control'22 to 'external quality assessment'. In the former are 
included. for example, the procedures instituted by a single laboratory to 
monitor its own internal variability by setting fixed values for calibration 
or by using control materials. In the latter one may include the retrospec
tive comparison of results carried out by external organizations in an 
attempt to establish between-laboratory and between-instrument compa
rability (NCCLS 1992. p. 3). In between the two are a number of commer
cial and public performance and evaluation programmes conducted on 
either an ad hoc or a continuing basis. Even though the objectives of such 
programmes and studies are normative, there are no pre-set standards. 
Normalization does not presuppose a norm: the latter is the result of the 
former. 23 

The notion of an emergent norm resulting from a normalization process 
may seem counter-intuitive. After all, one could argue that the periodic 
survey of laboratories is a way of finding out how they are doing vis-a-vis 
some external standard and, if needed, of discarding bad apples. The regu
lation of practices, however, turns out to be an interactive endeavour 
involving mutual adjustments between the regulators and the labs being 
regulated. Consider, for instance, the Canadian system for surveying lab
oratories involved in Aids-related work.24 The surveillance programme 
was put in place in several steps, so that the process could be equated to a 
learning procedure for both the centre charged with the monitoring and 
the labs being monitored. The initial step was to send out commercially 
produced polystyrene beads with different levels of fluorescence to be 
used to demonstrate proficiency in setting up the instrument correctly. The 
second step was to distribute 'normal' blood (in this case, the blood of the 
head of the regulatory centre), so that labs could demonstrate that they 
could handle normal samples. A third step involved the shipping of normal 
samples artificially depleted of CD4 cells to mimic pathological blood. 
Lastly infectious blood samples began to be delivered to the labs on a 
regular basis. To make sense of this stepwise procedure one must remem
ber that, as previously noted, there is no absolute or gold standard that can 
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be used to assess performance; results are assessed in relation to each 
other, a task that involves the mutual construction of what should count as 
an acceptable result.25 

But what about faulty or substandard performance? Here again an inter
active process is at work. The results of the survey are sent to each lab in a 
coded form, so that each lab can situate itself vis-a.-vis the other labs, 
without being able, however, to identify them. When a given lab's 
performance is unsatisfactory then the head of that lab is contacted by the 
surveyors and the reasons for the faulty performance are jointly investi
gated in order to decide if there is a problem with the sample itself, an 
occasional lapse in otherwise sound procedures or questionable practices. 
The (relative) norm is the emergent result of this ongoing, mutual-adjust
ment process, during which responsibility is distributed among reagents, 
equipment and humans. A yearly meeting in Ottawa provides an opportu
nity for representatives of each lab, including the technicians who actually 
operate the equipment, not only to engage in negotiations with the federal 
authorities about the various procedures and regulations but also to meet 
with each other during unsupervised workshops in order to compare and 
adapt their practices ('do the laundry'). 

There are, of course, national differences in the way lab surveys are per
formed. These different procedures, however, do share the fact of not 
being based on the a priori existence of an external norm. The absence of 
external norms has not, however, prevented the onset of sanctions. For 
example using the NCCLS guidelines as a base, the Aids section of the 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases has gone on to define 
statistical performance criteria to discipline and punish laboratories partic
ipating in their obligatory Flow Cytometry Quality Assessment Program.26 

Contingent upon quarterly assessments, a laboratory's status may move 
from 'certified' to 'provisionally certified' and further on down the road to 
'probationary' and 'suspended'. Late reports receive, in addition to a 
knuckle-rapping written notification, a penalty 'equivalent to one unsatis
factory sample' (Kagan and Mayall 1993, p. 710). 

REGULATING OPERATORS 

As pointed out earlier, the operation of a flow cytometer involves the 
manipulation of several parameters at each stage of the experiment (for 
example, during the handling and running of samples and the real-time 
and off-time inspection of data). It is hardly surprising that one of the 
paths to the regulation of practices is to regulate operators. An entry into 
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this subject is offered by an exchange that took place between November 
1994 and February 1995 on a flow cytometry electronic discussion list.27 

The issue was whether a flow cytometry facility should give all interested 
researchers direct access to the instrument(s) or whether a single operator 
should handle all the experiments. The discussion began with a query from 
a group of investigators asking which machine would be better for a group 
of investigators who were planning to have their lab people do their own 
sorting experiments. Reacting to this request for information, the codirec
tor of a flow facility posted the following comment: 

Are these people NUTS??? ... Without a single operator to monitor 
changes in the behavior of the instrument numerous problems will likely 
go undetected. Furthermore, troubleshooting will be almost impossible. 
And that is not to mention the variability in the quality of instrument 
care that the various operators will take to the sorter. I see fist-fights in 
your future if you have anything to do with such a facility. I would 
advise the proponents of this idea to SERIOUSLY RECONSIDER! 

This line of argument was severely criticized by another contributor 
(a self-described 'seasoned operator') who argued that it was highly 
desirable to have individuals operate the sorters for themselves ('self
operators'), because this allowed the regular operators to work on other 
machines and obliged the users to understand what they were doing. He 
added, however, that successful self-operation was made possible by 
skilled operators who assured that machines were 'constantly fine-tuned 
and maintained at very high level,' and who 'put considerable effort to 
defining stable sort conditions on each machine'. 28 Subsequent contribu
tors to the debate pointed out how the success of the 'self-operators' facil
ity ('one of the great flow labs in the world') was due precisely to the 
presence of a very experienced and competent chief operator who is 'there 
all the time to pick up the pieces if anything isn't right'. The manager of 
another flow cytometry core facility pointed out that of managers ques
tioned at a recent international flow cytometry conference only 10 per cent 
to J 5 per cent did allow users to self-operate. Moreover the same individ
ual was surprised that the percentage was so high. Lastly, a mini-survey 
among list members confirmed that a 'highly trained operator' who would 
align and calibrate daily, perform all trouble-shooting and be VERY close 
by all the time' was essential for facilities that allowed sorters to be oper
ated by non-facility personnel. 

Obviously restricting access to the machine is a way of regulating prac
tices by limiting the production of data to those whose practices have 
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been, if not streamlined, at least stabilized. But how are operators trained? 
As noted in a February 1994 message by a contributor to the previously 
mentioned flow cytometry discussion list, some 'highly trained operators' 
practice 'bootstraps flow cytometry,' that is, they learn by doing. 
However, more formal training avenues are available. Manufacturers of 
flow cytometers used to include in the price of their equipment a training 
period on the company's own premises. In recent years various factors, 
including financial considerations on the part of the manufacturers, the 
development of equipment that requires less sophistication on the part 
of the operator, as well as an increasingly larger pool of local resources, 
have curtailed this practice.29 This phenomenon has been paralleled by the 
organization of a growing number of 'workshops for a fee' offered by 
various associations or universities and by the creation of local 'users' 
groups' that function as vehicles for the stabilization of practices.3o 

Getting access to training, however, is one thing, while being recog
nized as trained is another. In the USA, operator certification is the result 
of a cooperative project - described as 'useful in standardizing practice 
and validating technologists' - between ISAC and the American Society 
of Clinical Pathologists (ASCP), 'one of the largest certifying agencies 
of clinical laboratory practitioners in the United States' (Zito 1994, 
p. 60). Before complying to ISAC's request to offer a cytometry 
qualification examination,31 ASCP had to be convinced that flow cytome
try was 'really a distinct laboratory practice'. Once that issue was 
clarified, an additional difficulty related, once again, to the intermingling 
of science and industry, had to be confronted: the traditional examination 
format of a hundred objective questions could hardly be applied to a situ
ation characterized by a diversity of equipment and software without 
introducing 'vendor bias'. The solution was to examine the candidates' 
'practice and proficiency,' a process supervised by judges who were 
themselves '''calibrated'' for severity' (Zito 1994, p. 61). To be eligible 
for the examination candidates must hold a previous ASCP certification 
or a relevant university degree and a variable amount of hands-on experi
ence in the field. 

Another way of regulating practices by regulating operators is to redis
tribute the burden of technical proficiency from the operator to the 
machine. Manufacturers, in recent years, have marketed a few highly dedi
cated pieces of instrumentation for performing, for instance, CD4 counts 
on Aids patients. The trade-off is that while these 'blackboxed' instru
ments do not require any major fine-tuning, thus reducing the need for 
trained operators and providing for more reproducible measurements,32 
they have lost the flexibility of more complex equipment, that is, they can 
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only perform a limited spectrum of measurements (interview with Gerald 
E. Marti, Bethesda, 15 February 1995). The development of these 'black 
boxes', which from an engineering point of view involve a high degree of 
sophistication, has led to a number of market failures. Regardless of the 
particular economic circumstances (such as the cost of the equipment in 
relation to its more or less limited capabilities, the demand for various 
diagnostic tests and the availability of skilled operators able to handle 
more flexible machines) that have produced such an outcome, the com
mercial failures tend to indicate that regulation operates at a crossroads 
characterized by a particular socio-technical division of labour, by which 
we mean not only a division of labour between different categories of 
scientific and technical operators but also, and more importantly, a divi
sion of labour between human and non-human elements of a given tech
nological network. 

REGULATING REAGENTS 

A variety of reagents are used in flow cytometry for such different tasks as 
collecting, transporting and storing specimens, lysing blood in preparation 
for a flow-cytometric run (see the section below on 'Regulating Blood') 
and 'tagging' the cells with the appropriate antibody-fluorochrome con
jugates. While each of these different kinds of reagents, no matter how 
humble, has or can become the target of regulatory interventions, the 
monoclonal antibodies are perceived as the key reagents, in so far as they 
were the condition of possibility for the transformation of flow cytometry 
into a clinical technology. Not surprisingly, as far as reagents are con
cerned, they occupy the regulatory centre-stage. 

Since the development and the diffusion, in the second half of the 
1970s, of the technique for producing monoclonal antibodies (Cambrosio 
and Keating 1995), the clinical usefulness of these reagents has been 
threatened by the anarchic proliferation of antibodies in various laborato
ries under idiosyncratic names. Several attempts were made to introduce 
some order. The prize for the most successfuJ33 scheme goes, without any 
doubt, to the so-called CD Workshops. This series of ongoing international 
workshops has led to the establishment and periodical revision of a statisti
cally based nomenclature, the so-called 'CD nomenclature,' whereby the 
acronym 'CD' can be variously spelled out as 'cluster of differentiation' or 
'cluster designation' (Cambrosio and Keating 1992). While the CD 
nomenclature is probably familiar to many readers because of terms such 
as 'CD4 cells'. it is not a nomenclature of (white blood) cells but, rather, 
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and simultaneously, of the molecules on the surface of cells also known as 
'surface markers'34 and of the antibodies used to detect them. 

A detailed analysis of the CD Workshops is available elsewhere 
(Cambrosio and Keating 1992). Here. suffice it to say that these work
shops provide an almost paradigmatic example of interlaboratory life. 
Indeed, although the term 'workshop' normally refers to a group of indi
viduals sitting in the same room discussing a specific problem, in the 
present case it refers to an international network of laboratories that have 
agreed to participate in a 'virtual' workshop by first distributing their 
locally produced antibodies for anonymous assessment by the other 
participants, and by, second, testing a panel of antibodies originating from 
the different laboratories. The results of these distributed activities are 
then centralized, statistically analysed and sanctioned at a general meeting. 
The First Workshop. held in the early I 980s, mobilized 55 research groups 
from 14 countries and resulted in the establishment of II CD classes based 
on the examination of 139 antibodies (lUIS-WHO 1984). The number of 
laboratories participating in the Third Workshop, which ended in 1986, 
had risen to 190. They performed more than 150000 assays to character
ize about 8.00 antibodies (Shaw 1987, pp. 1-3). By 1989, the number of 
CDs had reached 89. The 1993 conference that concluded the Fifth 
Workshop was attended by representatives of more than 500 laboratories 
world-wide and its recommendations included the adoption of 48 new CD 
clusters and subclusters (Schlossman et al. 1994). 

The CD classification has thus made possible the establishment of iden
tities between locally produced reagents. An appendix or a table listing 
the various CD classes is featured in recent editions of all major immunol
ogy textbooks. CD denominations figure on the labels of monoclonal anti
body reagents. side by side with the commercial name of the product. 
Major scientific and clinical journals explicitly require that the authors of 
published articles use the CD nomenclature, and, even when no such 
explicit requirement is present, the incentive for authors to resort to this 
'state-of-the art' terminology is difficult to resist. 

The CD nomenclature is an example of regulation in the broader, 
Bachelardian sense. Monoclonal antibody reagents have also been 
invested at the other, narrower end of the regulatory spectrum, as shown 
by a recent US controversy concerning the classification by the FDA 
of monoclonal antibody reagents known as immunohistochemical (IHC) 
products as Class I, II or III devices. Class III devices are subject to the 
strictest regulation. including premarket approval involving an expens
ive (up to $200 000) and long (180 days) scientific and technical review 
of the product. Class I and II devices are subject to more lenient 
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regulation; either a premarket notification completed in 90 days at a 
cost of $23 000 to $40 000 or even. for Class I devices presenting no 
risk for patients. no premarket notification at all (Lewis 1994; see also 
note 38). New devices put on the clinical market after May 1976 were 
automatically put in the Class III category. pending further 
classification. and· this is what happened to monoclonal antibody 
reagents. 

In 1991 the FDA realized that monoclonal antibody reagents designated 
for research use only. and thus exempt from regulation, were being mar
keted to clinicians for diagnostic use without having gone through the COn
trols required for Class III devices. As a consequence the FDA threatened 
to remove all unapproved monoclonal antibody reagents from the market, 
triggering a panic attack not only among the manufacturers of these prod
ucts but also among the pathologists who, in the meantime, had become 
accustomed to these tools as important adjuncts to more traditional 
methodologies (Graziano 1994; Stone 1995). The College of American 
Pathologists (CAP) teamed up with the American Society of Clinical 
Pathologists, the Association of Pathology Chairs, the Biological Stain 
Commission and the Association of Directors of Anatomic and Surgical 
Pathology to petition the FDA (so far, successfully) to classify IHC 
reagents as Class II devices.35 This infuriated the IHC manufacturers who 
had hoped to see their products reclassified as Class I devices, thus 
significantly lowering regulatory costs (Lewis 1994). 

Many arguments were exchanged in the ensuing debate that are of no 
immediate concern for us here. but one central element speaks directly to 
our theme. The IHC manufacturers proposed an equivalence between their 
products and another class of products - biological stains - used by 
pathologists as diagnostic tools and classified as Class I devices.36 The 
CAP rejected this argument by claiming that 'IHC reagents have a poten
tially greater degree of interlaboratory variability than do biologic [sic] 
stains' (Graziano 1994, p. 45). The spokespersons of the Joint Council of 
Immunohistochemical Manufacturers counter-attacked by resorting to two 
arguments: (a) variability was related to fixation processes and not the 
quality of the antibody (Takes and Graham 1995); and (b) manufacturers 
were themselves engaged in solving standardization problems by alterna
tive routes that included, among other things, soliciting 'the Human Tissue 
Network to establish a common tissue bank to standardi.ze the samples 
used by individual companies' and working 'hand in hand with the FDA 
on further developing the product insert template previously drafted by 
the [Biological Stains Commission], to include clearly defined characteris
tics for each reagent' (Takes 1994). 
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The important issue for us is not to evaluate these arguments but to note 
that. in spite of disagreement on method. the goal that prompted both the 
CAP and the manufacturers to act was to ensure the continued availability 
of monoclonal antibody reagents and that. in turn, those precious reagents 
only made (clinical) sense if the elements affecting their use and the 
results of their use could be controlled by interlaboratory interventions. 

REGULATING THE INSTRUMENT 

In the section on the regulation of practices, we pointed out that that 
process was a two-way affair. The same could be said of the regulation of 
the instrument. Consider the following remark by a regulator: 

[The Canadian program] has 42 labs. the [NIH] program has about 84 
labs. the CAP has 800 labs. So. from all these data we would be seeing 
pictures emerging about significant bias. that one instrument will con
sistently give lower results. or one set of reagent.37 (Interview with 
Francis F. Mandy, Ottawa, 16 December 1994) 

We would argue that the expected consistency between instruments is the 
outcome of the ongoing surveillance process rather than an independent 
fact uncovered by that process. 

From the point of view of instrument performance. there are a number 
of factors that enter into the production of a flow-cytometric cell count. 
Roughly speaking, they are those relating to the instrument (the tubes. 
lenses, filters and lasers that make up the hardware) and its calibration, 
the substance it operates upon (blood), software, reagents for the suspen
sion. lysis and tagging of cells. protocols and nomenclature. Each of these 
items is subject to some form of regulation ranging from the most obvious. 
the registration of the flow cytometer as a medical device.38 to the devel
opment of implicit norms of practice that are shared either locally or uni
versally. In what follows we review the interlocking set of standards that 
allow a flow cytometer to function with a foreseeable degree of success. 

As already noted. in the absence of a 'gold standard' for the formed 
blood elements on which to base measurements. precision in flow cytome
try seeks accuracy through consistency. Although there are many roads to 
consistency. one that has attracted much attention is calibration.39 To 
understand why, recall that, by definition, what is measured by a flow 
cytometer is not exactly how many of a particular kind of cell there may 
be nor how much fluorescence is attached to those cells through the medi-
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ation of antibodies, but whether sufficient fluorochrome is present on the 
cell surface to distinguish a given cell from other cells. In other words, the 
flow cytometer is not strictly speaking a measuring device but a device 
that counts the results of a comparison. As with all comparative questions, 
one may ask: 'Compared with what?' In the absence of an external stan
dard the answer to the question depends upon some kind of calibration. 

As previously mentioned, and as we will now see in further detail, a 
simple yet indirect form of calibration is the mutual readjustment of 
instrument settings in different laboratories (or the same instrument at dif
ferent times) to produce the same or similar result when applied to mater
ial that has the same or similar status. One might wish to call this strategy 
'qualitative calibration'. A second strategy has sought a more direct means 
of calibration through the quantitation of fluorescence on the antibody and 
the number of antibodies attached to the cell. Since fluorochromes do not 
have the variability of biology material, it is believed that they will 
provide a relatively inert standard upon which to base calculations and, 
indeed, a number of commercial products are at present available. 
Fluorescent microspheres (from Flow Cytometry Standards Corporation 
for example) can be used to evaluate fluorescence readings, whereas beads 
(QC3 from Flow Cytometry Standards Corporation, or Cytotrol from 
Coulter, or, in an interesting turn by which biological material assumes 
some of the qualities of non-biological material, chicken erythrocytes)40 
are used to monitor the day-to-day fluorescence sensitivity of the instru
ment. Finally, cell analogues are available to quantitatively mimic patterns 
of cellular fluorescent absorption and light scatter. While beads and cell 
analogues have been traditionally used previous to a sample run to adjust 
the instrument, some labs resort to what Vogt et al. (1989, p. 301) call 
'internal calibrators', that is, standard microbeads mixed with the sample 
and used to calibrate the apparatus during a sample run. One of the 
claimed advantages of this procedure is that 'internal calibrator values 
remain a permanent part of the raw data for each analysis' (ibid.), thus 
transforming calibration into one of the empirical, intrinsic properties of a 
given sample. 

Although a number of systems coexist there is to date 'no ideal method' 
(NCCLS 1992, p. 31). As far as the future is concerned: 

The ideal system would include a 'key bead' with a highly stable 
fluorochrome, a set of standardized calibration beads with measured 
amounts of the same fluorochrome as the stained cells and a stabilized 
cellular material (such as fixed calf thymocyte nuclei) also stained with 
the same fluorochrome. The key bead provides the best indicator of 
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instrument consistency. the calibration beads provide a standard curve 
that can [function as an indicator of antigen density] and the cellular 
material provides the best indicator of the consistency for light scatter 
and fluorescence intensity of stained leukocytes. (Vogt et aI. 1989)41 

Notice first of all that the standard sought is not a single entity but a (rela
tively) stable system consisting of biological and non-biological material 
that attempts to mimic instrument performance.42 Notice furthermore that 
the 'beads' (key and calibration) are not laboratory artefacts; they are also 
the result of industry in Bachelard's previously discussed sense. that is. 
tools. the calibration qualities of which are collectively produced and 
maintained. Putting a measured amount of fluorochrome on a single bead 
might be an interesting experiment. and it might be argued that such a 
bead could be used to calibrate an instrument without recourse to industry. 
However. in order for more than one instrument to be calibrated. there 
must be a second level of standardization involving the production of the 
beads themselves. In particular the production of a series of beads. all of 
which have the same amount of fluorochrome. requires an investment in 
form - the measures and limits which will be used to determine what 
counts as the same in the series - that distinguishes the experimental from 
the industrial. While it would not be impossible for a laboratory to devote 
itself to such a task. it should not surprise the reader that only commercial 
suppliers have emerged to develop the standards of purity that the beads 
represent. 

REGULATING BLOOD 

In questions of immunophenotyping there is a second level of calibration 
and it consists of setting the dial for 'normal'. The normal functions as a 
means of calibration in the following way. As a normal number of T cells 
lies. so to speak. outside the instrument. expressed. according to a recent 
commercial study (Becton Dickinson 1991. p. 2). in healthy Caucasian 
adults. and serving as it does as a standard for the measurement of the 
pathological, it becomes itself a standard for instrument values.43 

The 'normal' in question is not the kind that follows from a Gaussian 
distribution. Nevertheless the use of median values tends to represent or 
become the normal. As argued in a manual '[m]edian values are provided 
as a measure of central tendency. since lymphocyte subset values have a 
non-Gaussian distribution. Values between the 5th and 95th percentiles 
are considered "normal''' (Giorgi et al. 1992. p. 174). Once the preceding 
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semantic step has been taken. it is a simple matter to remove the quotation 
marks. In the present example. the same paragraph tells us that '[m]ost 
lymphocyte subset values in healthy children approach normal adult levels 
by age 5.' It should be noted however that normal adult levels sometimes 
admit of enormous variation depending on the subset involved. For 
example. 'Published values for the percentage of normal adult, CD5+ B 
cells vary from I to 50 per cent' (Marti et al. 1992, p. 481). Further varia
tions emerge from the numerous studies on the degree of circadian (CD4+ 
cells, so it seems, are low in the morning and high in the evening) and 
weekly fluctuation of lymphocyte subsets within individuals (Statland and 
Winkel 1978). 

As noted above biological (as yet unexplained) variations aside,44 some 
of the variation can be explained by the instrument and some by sample 
preparation. Regulatory studies abound measuring variables from the 
types of anticoagulants to the effects of storage temperature on blood 
samples (Hensleigh et al. 1983; Loken et al. 1988). A recent study, for 
example, compared four new whole-blood lysing agents used to prepare 
lymphocytes for How cytometry that recently replaced the previous stand
ard technique for the separation of lymphocytes for flow analysis (Carter 
et al. 1992). Given that the lysing agents were all commercial products 
(Immuno-Iyse. Q-Prep, FACS Lyse and Oen Trak Lysis). the study had 
the look of a consumer report, although as no major differences were 
uncovered - negative facts are equally as important as positive findings in 
the process of standardization - there were no recommendations.45 
Nevertheless. since the study established the superiority of the whole 
blood lysis method over the previous one, it clearly entrenched the posi
tion of the owner of the general method. Ortho Diagnostic Systems, Inc. 
Indeed as the NCCLS demurely points out on the inside cover to its pro
posed Guidelines: 'The attention of users is called to the possibility that 
adherence to this guideline may require use of an invention covered by 
patent rights held by Ortho Diagnostic Systems. Inc., Route 202, Raritan, 
NJ 08869' (NCCLS 1992). 

Regulators clearly recognize that there is here a confrontation between 
biological values and industrial standards. They recommend. for 
example. that: 'No single commercial material should be used to verify 
the overall system. Fluorescent microspheres are useful for alignment and 
compensation but they are not cells ... Cells from healthy donors should 
be used to verify instrument performance' (NCCLS 1992. p. 71). Still, 
recommendations are not rules and when it comes to internal calibration, 
some practitioners believe the 'commercial' to be more reliable than the 
'normal': 
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Consensus guidelines for immunophenotyping of peripheral blood lym
phocytes recommend evaluation of a specimen collected from a healthy 
individual, prepared using the laboratory's standard protocol ... 
[However] [o]ther types of quality control specimens are also increas
ingly available commercially (e.g., cryopreserved mononuclear cells, 
stabilized whole blood specimens). The value of such materials is that 
they provide a more constant reference point than do 'normal' speci
mens from different individuals. (Muirhead 1993, p. 9) 

Several options are open to manufacturers wishing to insert their prod
ucts into this division between the commercial and the biological at the 
level of internal standards. Becton Dickinson has sought patent protection 
on a method (LeucoGate) using commercial antibodies to provide stand
ardized representations of blood samples (Loken et al. n.d.). Coulter, on 
the other hand, has done the same for standardized cells (CYTO-TROL 
Control Cells). They would allow for 'a consistent biologic control to 
evaluate system performance', once again extending the commercial to the 
biological (Coulter Cytometry 1990). 

REGULATION AS RESEARCH: FROM SUBJECT TO REGULATION 
TO REGULATORY TOOL 

One of the ways one might influence the behavior in a basic research 
lab, instead of saying QA [quality assurance] and QC [quality control], 
which they don' t understand, the word that gets their attention is quanti
tative flow cytometry. (Interview with Gerald E. Marti, Bethesda, 
15 February 1995) 

The presence of regulation in the clinical field is easily tracked, given the 
amount of explicit discussion devoted to it. It is also easy to see its ra
tionale, as when one speaks of 'standards' of care. Hunting down regu
lation in 'pure research' activities is, at first sight, more difficult, since not 
only are regulations less openly discussed but the very idea of standards 
and regulations seems to run counter to the idea that fundamental research 
is about exploring the unknown. not about repetition and routine. From 
that point of view regulations appear as a bureaucratic hurdle that. as in 
the case of generic engineering, should not be taken too far lest one endan
ger the survival of the research process itself. Research and the clinic 
appear as distinct worlds. and the role of standards and regulations in these 
respective worlds as one of the characteristics that differentiate them. Is it 
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really so? Could we not consider regulations a productive, rather than 
a repressive force, one, furthermore, that does not necessarily respect 
institutional distinctions? 

Consider the process of purification mentioned in the introduction. The 
setting of standards entails both a reduction in the variability of results 
and a localisation of that variability. In the case of living materials this can 
lead to a respecification of biological function according to previously 
unknown (unrefined) structures. In other words, regulation leads to an 
enlargement of the field of focus in research through the identification of 
variability as interlaboratory (artefactual) or biological. 

We have already pointed out how clinical standards can become 
research standards in so far as they set the conditions for the comparison 
of results. This is particularly the case in the grey zone known as clinical 
research. Notice that it is not just the standardization of how results are 
reported: the negotiation of a standardized protocol determines what 
results are reported. Moreover, technology and the skills needed for its 
successful implementation are clearly determinants in problem choice in 
scientific research. In flow cytometry one may ask to what extent the 
visual skills of pathologists will be replaced by the counting skills of the 
flow cytometer. 

Among other goals quality assurance programmes and good practice 
guidelines seek to standardize clinical vocabulary. In the case of flow 
cytometry the common denominator becomes the vocabulary most closely 
related to machine readings. That, at least, everybody can agree upon. The 
tendency is thus to reduce clinical vocabulary to laboratory terms, as can 
be seen from the following example taken from a recent set of leukaemia 
immunophenotyping guidelines: 

Although immunophenotypic information can sometimes be useful in 
helping to subclassify chronic B-cell lymphoproliferative disorders ... 
caution should be exercised in making a diagnosis such as 'chronic lym
phocytic leukaemia' or another clinical diagnosis in a report without 
coordinating the phenotypic information with other clinical and labora
tory measurements. Unambiguous terms such as 'monoclonal, kappa 
positive, CD5+ B-celllymphoproliferative process' may be more appro
priate. (NCCLS 1993. p. 80). 

New data can be generated through standardization in sometimes unusual 
ways. Recall that the original clinical use of the flow cytometer was to 
obtain an answer to a diagnostic question. For example, does the patient 
have a certain kind of leukaemia? With the widespread availability of the 
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instrument and the increasingly standardized methods of data collection and 
storage it is possible to go a step beyond the individual patient; rather than 
seeking indicators concerning individuals whose health status is clearly 
compromised and recognized as such by other clinical criteria (recent trans
plants, HIV-positive individuals), one can now generate flow cytometry 
data concerning populations. The shift to population has two implications. 
As far the instrument is concerned, it is transformed from an object of regu
lation into a tool for regulation. In turn the mobilization of flow cytometry 
in this latter role gives rise to new populations, new biopolitical bodies as 
redefined by a biological understanding of risk (Rabinow 1992). 

A recent attempt to recycle 'used' flow data illustrates this latter point. 
The existence of used yet still exploitable data derives from the fact that 
once the percentage (or absolute) numbers of a particular subclass of lym
phocytes is known, most of the data concerning fluorescence intensity and 
light scatter is then discarded. In an attempt to 'save the data' or, in other 
words, to find a phenomenon for this data, researchers have proposed 
transforming old clinical data into new biological data. Using data col
lected during a health survey involving blood samples from 2100 individu
als which was then scanned for phenotypically-defined biological markers, 
the researchers reanalysed the data using population as opposed to clinical 
parameters. The findings were subsequently correlated to known facts 
about the biological development of the immune system: for example, B 
cells decrease in number and importance with age while T cells increase. 
These tendencies were construed as 'markers' of unknown meaning but of 
great promise (Vogt et al. 1993). 

The interest in the markers lay in the existence of a larger project to 
develop a standardized test for immune markers. A subcommittee on bio
markers of organ damage and dysfunction had been set up by the CDC 
and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry in order to 
produce usable tests (Vogt 1991). Since there are no standardized tests for 
autoantibodies which would indicate pathologies of the immune system as 
a result of exposure to antigens in a polluted environment, and since tests 
involving various chemical mediators of the immune system (that is 
prostaglandins) do not seem to have any clinical significance, the tests of 
choice appear to be those mobilizing peripheral blood white cells. This is 
partly because such tests are available. It is, however, also claimed that 
lymphocyte counts have become 'standardized' since about 1989-90 
(Vogt 1991, p. 89) and therefore can be used in public health surveillance 
programmes. In this respect flow cytometry has ironically outdistanced the 
functional tests on which it is based. Although the latter would have been 
the 'gold standard' for immune biomarkers, they were considered too 
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difficult: 'very difficult to standardize and require diligent quality control 
for reliability even within a laboratory.' From an object of standardization, 
standardized flow cytometry tests have become a tool for research into 
standards of environmental exposure.46 

CONCLUSION 

We hope to have shown that it is possible to approach the relations 
between science and industry through an analysis that is neither exclus
ively macro or exclusively micro. By focusing on the constitution of 
standards for instrument performance - industrial and scientific - we were 
able to isolate a level of activity that was neither post-scientific nor pre
industrial. We saw, for example, that standards were not imposed on a 
process that was already underway, improving or refining it, but were part 
and parcel of the creation of facts about the blood and its components. 
Standards made possible exchanges across scientific and industrial net
works by setting criteria - statistical - for acceptable exchanges. Standards 
intervened at every point in the process, from the taking of a blood sample 
to the clinician's affirmation that, for example, you should take AZT. They 
determined which diluant will be used with the blood and what could be 
said about a reading. In a more general sense they regulated exchanges 
between humans and machines, machines and other machines, reagents 
and blood, subclasses of cells within the blood, different parts of the popu
lation (normal and sick) and physicians and insurance carriers. 

The role of regulation in scientific activity has not gone unnoticed by 
sociologists of science. It has become commonplace in the history and 
sociology of science to describe the difficulties encountered in the repro
duction of novel facts and techniques as some sort of paradoxical end 
point of scientific activity. The oft-cited experimenter's regress (Collins 
1985) is a case in point. It is furthermore claimed that the resolution of 
these problems - successful replication - is predicated on the instantiation 
of a form of life devoted to this task. Facts and techniques that circulate 
outside these life forms do so as black boxes. In the case given above, 
however, we have seen that scientific activity does not always terminate in 
the production of black boxes, and that the problems of replication do not 
necessarily require the establishment of hermeneutic communities for their 
effective management. Indeed, we have seen that the creation and enforce
ment of standards can be done at an 'intercultural' (interlaboratory) level 
and that such an activity entails the opening and repackaging of boxes of 
varying degrees of transparency. 
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Notes 

1. See also Tiles (1984, pp. 46-7). 
2. Brock (1981a) cites A. Laurent (1807-53), who once remarked that 'chem

istry [was] the science of substances which [did] not exist; for absolute 
purification [was] impossible to achieve.' 

3. On the emergence of institutions involved in establishing and maintaining 
chemical 'purity' see Brock (1992, pp. 173-6). 

4. Although similar institutions exist in Europe - for instance, the European 
Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards (ECCLS) - the present article 
will focus on the American situation. For examples of European activities in 
the field of flow cytometry regulation see, for instance, Goguel et al. (1993) 
for the case of the French 'Etalononne' programme, as well as Brando and 
Sommaruga (1993) for the case of Italy. The situation is different in Asia. 
Referring to the publication of the NCCLS guidelines, Tatsumi et al. (1993) 
complain that, in Japan, regulatory work lags behind that in Western coun
tries. Japanese quality control surveys have revealed the existence of 'differ
ences in data ... among instruments and laboratories'. In an unintentional 
flight of Foucauldian oratory, the authors argue that the way to minimize 
those differences is through the establishment of 'nation-wide surveillance'. 
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5. American political scientists used to speak of the 'iron triangle of regula
tion'; see, for example, Brickman et al. (1985). We thank Sheila Jasanoff 
for pointing this out to us. 

6. On the history of flow cytometry, see Keating and Cambrosio (1994). 
7. For a more detailed discussion of this issue and, more generally, of flow

cytometric imagery, see Cambrosio and Keating (forthcoming). 
8. For the purpose of this chapter, we have adopted the conventions of a realist 

language. However, as shown elsewhere (Cambrosio and Keating 1992), 
cell sub-populations are the product of flow cytometry and monoclonal anti
bodies, not independent entities 'recognized' by antibody probes. 

9. For a discussion of the shift from 'manual' to 'automated' procedures, see 
Keating et al. forthcoming. In the case of flow cytometry, the ability to not 
only count but also sort large quantities of cells that could be used in further 
biological experiments was one of the driving forces behind the develop
ment of the apparatus (see Keating and Cambrosio 1994). 

10. As pointed out by an interviewee: 'The instrument variation was tricky 
because we don't have the obvious. We don't have absolute standards. 
We don't have a special unique vial of golden CD4's that is stored in the 
vaults of Paris and we all get our own special edition. So, right from the 
start, we were always comparing relative precision rather than absolute 
accuracy' (Interview with Francis F. Mandy, Ottawa, 16 December 1994). 
'Consensus' operates not only upstream, in the production of 'data', but also 
downstream, namely through the institutional mechanism of 'consensus 
conferences' , where the clinical utility of the flow-cytometric data has to be 
determined; see, for instance, Bauer et al. (1993). 

11. This role and its necessity have been recognized by participants: 

Because of controversies concerning the optimum anticoagulant, method 
of specimen preparation, and data analysis, flow cytometry quality 
control programs are still evolving. With a careful dissection of each 
aspect of flow cytometric analysis, a consensus on these matters should 
eventually be reached. The subcommittee on flow cytometry for the 
National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards is providing a 
leadership role in this endeavor. (McCoy et al. 1990, p. 37). 

12. DNA cytometry is a more recent target. Here, there has been an effort to 
standardize protocols in general in an effort to generate comparability 
between studies. Standards concerning sample material are expected to be 
somewhat more stringent than those used in immunophenotyping. 
'Irrespective of the source, the tissue samples used for flow cytometry must 
be shown by appropriately trained individuals (for example, histopathologist, 
cytopathologist, hematologist) to contain adequate neoplastic material before 
clinical samples are processed for cytometry.' Notice that these are clinical 
research protocols; they are not simple diagnostic or monitoring protocols. In 
spite of the controversy surrounding various aspects of the technique and the 
continuing doubt, if not scepticism, concerning its clinical value, the present 
committee was confident enough to claim that '[t]he CV of normal diploid 
cells in a histogram should be (less than) 8 per cent' (Shankey et al. 1993). 
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13. 'As these [immunophenotyping] and other flow-cytometric assays leave the 
research laboratory and become integrated into the mainstream of diagnostic 
pathology, the performance of proper quality control for these assays becomes 
crucial not only for optimal patient care, but also to fulfill the requirements for 
reimbursement by third-party carriers' (McCoy et al. 1990, p. 27). 

14. According to a survey carried out by the Centers for Disease Control (1991, 
p. 3), of 270 laboratories canvassed, 158 were hospital laboratories of which 
71 were privately owned. 

15. Although it originated in the United States, because of the world-wide diffu
sion of flow-cytometry instrumentation produced in that country, the effects 
of the movement have been anything but local. For instance, the basic units 
of analysis for a recent Italian quality control study are inevitably Becton 
Dickinson and Coulter (Danesi et al. 1993). 

16. The same respondent noted that when the flow cytometer and the haematol
ogy instrument sit side by side in the same lab so that you can run the same 
sample on both instruments within six hours, results are quite comparable. 
Problems arise when, as often is the case in the USA, CD4 counts are per
formed by large reference labs that, in order to profit from economies of 
scale, concentrate flow in one city and haematology in another. 

17. Some companies are now selling flow cytometers working with finite 
volumes of blood and are thus able to give absolute numbers: one source of 
error is thus eliminated by eliminating the obligatory resort to a second 
instrument. 

18. It should be pointed out that CAP has since undertaken the certification of 
clinical flow labs and that, in addition to on-site visits by CAP inspectors, one 
of the certification requirements is participation in a recognized proficiency 
program (interview with Alan Landay, Chicago, 21 November 1991). 

19. Keeping the number 400 in mind, it is interesting to reflect upon just how 
contingent this figure can be. For example, in addition to flow cytometry, 
one can obtain CD4 percentages using a standard haematology analyser. 
However, unlike flow cytometers, the numbers generated by haematology 
analysers tend to vary according to the anticoagulant used and storage time. 
A study conducted at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research con
cluded that, using a haematology analyser (only a Coulter was used), '[t]he 
CD4 absolute count was increased by as much as 236 cells/mm3 48 h after 
collection' (Rentas et al. 1992). 

20. As pointed out by the authors of an Italian nationwide quality control trial 
on lymphocyte immunophenotyping, their 'study design proved valid and 
suitable for a large-scale evaluation of both instrument performance and 
cytometer operators' skill' (Brando and Sommaruga 1993). 

21. In so far as regulation is concerned, these five categories are intimately con
nected; the analysis of the elements involved in each category invariably refers 
to elements present in the other categories. We have nevertheless decided to 
develop our discussion under these five headings for the sake of clarity. 

22. Quality control is somewhat of a misnomer, because the process is pre
dicatedon the regulation of quantities. 

23. As pointed out many years ago by Canguilhem (1972, p. 180): 'Le normal 
c'est l'effet obtenu par \'ex~cution du projet normatif, c'est la norme 
exhi~e dans Ie fait.' 
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24. The following passage is based, in large parts, on information elicited 
during an interview with Francis F. Mandy (Ottawa, 16 December 1994). 

25. It should be noted that, in so far as the laboratories are aware that they are 
being monitored, they will usually use extra care in analysing the test 
samples. In other words, monitored activities are not necessarily representa
tive of everyday operations. 

26. 'An unsatisfactory level of performance is defined as 33 per cent of a lab
oratory's CD4 analyses with residual values greater than or equal to ± 5 per 
cent and with deviates greater than or equal to 2. The residual value is a lab
oratory's CD4 value minus the median of all participating laboratories. The 
deviate is the residual divided by the interquartile range (IQR). The IQR is 
three-quarters of the difference between the 25th and 75th percentiles of all 
participating laboratories' (Kagan and Mayall 1993, p. 709). 

27. We hesitated before quoting from this material. On the one hand, messages 
posted to an electronic discussion list to which everybody (that is: everybody 
with a computer, a modem and access to a terminal linked to the Internet) has 
access are obviously public material. On the other hand, it is not clear to what 
extent these messages, that often do not respect the convention of written mate
rial, are expected by their authors to be reproduced, at least before being edited. 
Our solution to this problem was to quote the messages anonymously, in a way 
similar to interview material or field-notes when actors required anonymity. 

28. The 'skills' expected from competent operators have changed over time and 
with the switch from the laboratory to the clinic. As a contributor to a flow 
cytometry electronic bulletin board explained in September 1995: 

I began to learn flow more than 15 years ago. I started the hard way on 
old FACS I's and II's steering beams through small holes, replacing fuses 
and proteus wheels in power supplies so lasers would run, tracking down 
leaks in tubing to obtain stable dropoffs for sorts, clearing clogs in 
nozzles and holders, and aligning mirrored quartz flow cells. Then when 
we became proficient at flow cytometry in the research setting, the daring 
and wise hematopathologists who foresaw the powerful tool flow would 
be in the clinical lab came to us with their stained samples for us to count 
their T and B cells. This was about 10 years ago. For the last 5 years we 
have readily and graciously incorporated the [quality control] standards 
and protocols and the many samples generated for proficiency testing into 
our daily routine even though we had been recording and plotting the 
channels where bead standards have fallen for years. Today we franti
cally rush to keep familiar with all aspects of computer technology from 
selecting hardware platforms, TCP/IP protocols, networking products, 
and getting on the world wide web. All so we are not left behind the big 
research labs and can deal with the huge amount of data flow cytometry 
produces. 

29. Here is how the professional in charge of a Canadian regulatory facility 
described how he learned to use the machine: 

So the way it works is that the instrument is purchased, the instrument is 
delivered. Some technical people come with the instrument to unpack it 
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and tune it and run it for you and you sort of learn the most rudimentary 
operation from the technical people who actually set up the instrument so 
before they leave you know how to set it up, you know what not to do, 
the basic do's and don'ts, but just very fundamentals. Then you tinker 
with the instrument for a few weeks and either you mess it up and you 
just give up and you say well they'll train me anyway and you give up at 
that point or you are lucky and you can bring it back alive and get some 
preliminary data out of it and then you go off for training for a week and 
the way most people negotiate it, certainly on the Canadian sites, we 
included training of two individuals per site and not necessarily at the 
same time. So, most of these sites sent off someone for training within the 
first month of the instrument being on site. And then, we usually send 
someone who also had the capacity to train others.' (Interview with 
Francis F. Mandy, Ottawa, 16 December 1994) 

30. Electronic bulletin boards constitute a virtual user group, to which 
researchers and technicians can and do resort with a wide range of questions 
ranging from such 'practical' issues as to what home-made or commercial 
washing solution should be utilized in order to avoid the clogging and dete
rioration of the viewing orifice, to such 'decisive' issue as what methods, 
protocols and antibody reagents should be used to measure a given cell 
population, or which statistical algorithm will allow for the interpretation of 
unclear results. 

31. In the case of flow cytometry, because the evaluation was based on a tech
nique it was called a Qualification, rather than a Certification (Zito 1994, 
p. 61). This aspect of the evaluation was somewhat controversial and led in 
August 1995 to a lively discussion on a flow cytometry electronic bulletin 
board. A contributor pointed out that the ASCP Qualification was 'not a true 
certification process and means very little to many in the field (i.e., as a lab 
director, this does not by itself indicate to me any significant degree of 
expertise or experience).' The criticism had a dual target: the 'narrowness' 
of the technology involved and of theoretical knowledge expected from can
didates. After admitting that 'some detractors have put forth the argument 
that [the ASCP is] merely "certifying" a particular technology, which the 
ASCP does not wish to do,' and after also admitting that the qualification 
'does address a relatively (in the minds of some) narrow aspect of clinical 
laboratory science,' a champion of the ASCP approach noted that while the 
organization did indeed think that 'theoretical "book knowledge" is no sub
stitute for hands-on clinical experience,' it also maintained that the cytome
try 'qualification does address theoretical knowledge, but in a more practical 
fashion.' 

32. According to an informant, the variability among instruments found in a 
survey by the College of American Pathologists was due, in part, to the fact 
that one manufacturer's model was of a 'blackboxed' variety, whereas 
another manufacturer's model was a research instrument with much built-in 
flexibility, which, when located in 'some of the worst labs', was 'badly set 
up.' According to the same informant, the second manufacturer learnt the 
lesson, 'and the next generation instrument had a lot less knobs on it' (inter
view with Francis F. Mandy, Ottawa, 16 December 1994). 
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33. Other attempts have included, for instance, the establishment of a central 
Hybridoma Data Bank with branches in the USA, Europe and Japan, which 
has met with minimal success, and the establishment of central repositories 
from which researchers could obtain particular antibodies. 

34. In the case of CD4 cells, the CD4 marker characterizes a distinct kind of 
cell. But this is the exception rather than the rule. Other kinds of cells share 
various markers and are thus defined by the presence or absence of a string 
of CDs (e.g., CD3- - CDl6+ - CD56+). 

35. For reasons that are too long to detail here, the CAP intervention was 
restricted to antibodies used in vitro on tissue sections. It thus does not 
concern directly flow cytometric (nor serological) reagents. However, the 
relevance of this episode for practices, such as flow cytometry, resorting to 
similar or the same antibody reagents has not escaped observers in the field. 

36. This does not mean that biological stains have not been subject to complex 
regulatory interventions. The Biological Stain Commission was founded in 
1944 to address this issue and has acted since as a certifying agency and as a 
repository for batches of stains. It has been argued that it is precisely the 
success of this voluntary certification program that led the FDA to classify 
these products in the Class I category (Taylor 1993, p. 233). 

37. By comparison, in Italy a 1991 survey included 306 laboratories (Brando 
and Sommaruga 1993), and a later one, restricted to DNA flow-cytometry, 
43 laboratories (Danesi et al. 1993). The French Etalonorme program sur
veyed 62 laboratories in 1990, 99 laboratories in 1991 and 129 laboratories 
in 1992 (Goguel et al. 1993). As we have seen (note 4), Japanese authors 
have called for 'nation-wide surveillance'. 

38. From a legal point of view, flow cytometers are classified as medical 
devices and, as such, are regulated in the United States by the Food and 
Drug Administration, which gained regulatory control over medical devices 
in the late 1930s (Hutt 1989). Following major legislative revisions in 1976, 
two distinct regulatory paths emerged for manufacturers wishing to put new 
devices on the market: premarket approval and premarket notification, also 
known as 510K notification (Kahan 1986; for a general review of the 
broader issues involved, see Estrin 1990). These two routes are significantly 
different in terms of travel time: the first requires approximately 2000 hours 
of FDA study while, in the second, the workload is reduced to approx
imately 20 hours (Kahan 1986, p. 208). Considerations of time and the 
attendant legal costs make the less scenic route more attractive to manufac
turers. What determines when the shortest path will be followed, and it 
almost always is, is whether or not the manufacturer can show that the new 
device is not substantially different in what it does from devices already on 
the market. As a diagnostic device, flow cytometer manufacturers had to 
show that they produced substantially the same diagnostic information as 
prior techniques involving the enumeration ofT cells. In this, the first manu
facturer to seek FDA approval, Becton Dickinson, was successful in claim
ing that their device replicated diagnostic information already available 
from fluorescent microscopes. Once on the medical market, flow cytometers 
are subject to further legal regulations in the United States. For the purposes 
of Medicare reimbursement, a diagnostic procedure must be approved by 
the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) of the Department of 
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Health and Human Services. Most private insurance carriers follow the 
Medicare guidelines, so that the latter are to some extent a national norm. 
Because they require some 'interpretation', flow cytometry tests do not 
count as 'Clinical Laboratory Tests', but as 'Physician Services' according 
to the terminology of the HCFA. Although this means that they are not auto
matically reimbursed as part of a 'Diagnostic Related Group' procedure, it 
does not mean that reimbursement is free from diagnostic constraint. 
Disease groups for which Medicare reimbursement have been approved by 
the HCFA include the aforementioned leukaemia, lymphoma, AIDS and 
transplants (Stelzer and Grimauld 1993). 

39. See, for example, Shapin and Schaffer (1985) on the use of anomalous sus
pension to calibrate the earliest vacuum pumps. 

40. A veritable cellular menagerie can be mobilized to this effect: see, for 
instance, Pierrez and Ronot (1991) for a discussion of the use of trout 
erythrocytes. 

41. Similarly, Vogt et al. (1991) claim that 

[u]ncharacterized differences in the operating conditions of flow cytome
ters can influence cellular [fluorescence intensity] measurements, but con
sistent results can be obtained if a stained cellular calibrator [that is: 
fluoresceinated calf thymocyte nuclei (Fluorotrol», is analyzed in addi
tion to the proper microbead standards. 

42. Other systems are available. Quickcal, for example, offers a mix of beads 
'which match the fluorescence spectra of the labeled cells.' The claim is 
that '[n]ow comparisons of fluorescent cell intensities may be made directly 
from histograms obtained from different instruments under different operat
ing conditions' (Schwartz et al. 1991). 

43. A recent article by McCoy and Overton (1994), after noting that 
'[i]mmunophenotyping, as many other clinical assays, is interpreted only in 
the context of reference values obtained from healthy control individuals,' 
pointed out that '[w]hile the use of these reference values, or ranges, has 
been commonplace in the clinical flow cytometry laboratory for well over a 
decade, there has been little consensus in standardizing how these values 
should be obtained, analyzed, or expressed.' 

44. A short section entitled 'Race' in a clinical monograph on 'normal values' 
by Becton Dickinson (1991) reads as follows: 

All the individuals in this study were Caucasian. Preliminary studies 
using this system with patients of other races confirm earlier observa
tions, which suggest that Oriental individuals have relatively more NK 
cells and, therefore, studies with such populations will require that appro
priate reference ranges are determined separately.' 

The text refers to an earlier paper by Prince et al. (1985). More recent arti
cles on the topic have been published by Senju et al. (1991) and by Mili 
et al. (1991). In spite of the dubious claim in this latter study, namely that 
'[t]he associations between race and immunologic status are important 
because they reflect the effect of race on the immune system and therefore 
the variation of immune measures within each race category' (ibid.: 187), 
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all the clinicians we interviewed pointed out that the limited diagnostic 
significance of the supposed differences has drastically curtailed the number 
of studies devoted to this topic. The term 'biological variables', however, 
does not necessarily refer to a macro-construct such as 'race'. For instance, 
an interviewee pointed out that 

what we are learning is that only about half of the variables can be attrib
uted to the instrument, the operator, the technical component. The other 
half is biological variation that is, has to do with the patient and how the 
blood was taken, the hour of the day, what the patient ate, what the 
patient drank, what the patient smoked. (Interview with Francis F. 
Mandy, Ottawa, 15 December 1994) 

45. In a letter to us (5 May 1995), Dr Gerald E. Marti explained that the study 
was carried out 'because at the time that the NCCLS guidelines were being 
written no such study existed'. He also insisted that the study did uncover 
one difference (,FACS Lyse consistently produced a smaller signal on the 
forward light scatter') and that its authors 'did not conceive of that series of 
experiments as a consumer report. Nonetheless I can understand how you 
might perceive it that way.' 

46. See, for instance, Vogt (1991). The use of flow cytometry in this domain is 
predicated on the controversial idea that the immune system is involved in 
the pathogenesis of multiple chemical sensitivity; see, for example, Simon 
et al. (1993) and the reply by Margolick and Vogt (1994). 
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